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Capitol Adds Cleer Audio Headphones & Speakers
to Premium Incentive Brands
Cleer Audio high performance headphones and speakers provide rich sound and are
aesthetically appealing.
EAGAN, MN, June 26, 2019 – Capitol, a leading consumer electronics distribution source for the
premium incentive market, continues to expand its selection of high-demand consumer
electronics products available to the premium channel with the addition of Cleer Audio highperformance headphones and speakers.
“Consumer electronics is consistently the leading product category in the premium incentive
market,” said Curt Hayes, President and CFO, Capitol. “Wireless audio is a proven winner when
incentivizing staff. Cleer Audio has a stellar reputation among the most demanding audiophiles,
along with casual listeners who simply want to enjoy good music from products that
complement their lifestyle.”
"We at Cleer are really excited to kick off this new partnership with Capitol to introduce our
award-winning products to this channel of business. I've worked with the team at Capitol for
many years and I know that together, our products with their relationships will provide industry
leading support to the Premium Incentive Channel and to their end-users," said Scott
Ashbaugh, Director of Global Sales, Cleer, LLC.
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comTwo of the Cleer Audio models Capitol now offers include the ALLY true
wireless in-ear and FLOW noise-cancelling over-the-ear models. Both the ALLY
and FLOW headphones epitomize the ideal mix of sound, ergonomics, and
aesthetic. The ALLY is IPX5-rated for super resistance to dirt and sweat. The
FLOW on-ear model features hybrid active noise-cancelling technology and bold high-resolution
sonic output.
“Wireless audio and Bluetooth technology in general has come so far as to finally rival the
sound of wired models,” added Mr. Hayes. “Cleer Audio is clearly harnessing the potential of
the new technology and adapting it for any number of appealing consumer-friendly personal
audio products.”

For additional information, visit www.capitolsales.com.
###
About Capitol
Capitol is a leading nationwide electronics distributor for premium name brand incentive,
recognition, meeting and event products. The company has 70+ top incentive brands for
categories such as: personal audio, home theater, smart home, countertop appliances, and
more.
Their value-added approach has earned them several long-term business relationships. They
are nimble and able to customize services based on the needs of each of their customers. Some
examples include: online order management with tracking, multiple order submission methods,
bundled products into one sku, daily product feeds, and providing high resolution product
images.
For more information, visit www.capitolsales.com or call 888-429-2737. Media inquiries should
be directed to Adam Sohmer, Sohmer Associates LLC at adam@sohmerassoc.com or call 347512-0066.
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